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LIST OF THE COMPLETE WORKS OF ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS,
Published in uniform style and for Sale, Wholesale and Retail, by the
PROGRESSIVE PUBLISHING HOUSE,
No. 24 East Fourth St., New York (Near the Bowery).

Principles of Nature: Her Divine Revelations, and a Voice to Mankind.—(In Three Parts.) Thirty-Second Edition, just published, with a likeness of the author, and containing a family record for marriages, births and deaths. This is the first and most comprehensive volume of Mr. Davis, comprising the basis and ample outline of the Harmonial Philosophy. It is a work of unprecedented character, the author being exalted to a position which gave him access to a knowledge of the structure and laws of the whole material and spiritual universe. It treats upon subjects of the profoundest interest and most unspeakable importance to the human race. Its claims are confessedly of the most startling character, and its professed disclosures, with the phenomena attending them, are in some respects unparalleled in the history of psychology. $3.50

Great Harmonia: Being a Philosophical Revelation of the Natural, Spiritual and Celestial Universe.—In five volumes, in which the principles of the Harmonial Philosophy are more fully elaborated and illustrated.
Vol. I. THE PHYSICIAN. In this volume is considered the Origin and Nature of Man; the Philosophy of Health; the Philosophy of Disease; the Philosophy of Sleep; the Philosophy of Death; the Philosophy of Psychology; and the Philosophy of Healing........................................$1.50

Vol. II. THE TEACHER. In this volume is presented the new and wonderful principles of "Spirit and its Culture;" also, a comprehensive and systematic argument on the "Existence of God." Its chapters are entitled: My Early Experience; My Preacher and his Church; the True Reformer; Philosophy of Charity; Individual and Social Culture; the Mission of Woman; the True Marriage; Moral Freedom; Philosophy of Immortality; the Spirit's Destiny; Concerning the Deity...........................................1.50

Vol. III. THE SEER. This volume is composed of twenty-seven Lectures on every phase of Magnetism and Clairvoyance in the past and present of human history. The whole ground of Psychology, Clairvoyance and Inspiration is traversed and examined in detail, and the conclusions obtained are believed to be entirely consistent with the principles of Nature, and with the author's personal experience.. 1.50

Vol. IV. THE REFORMER. This volume, devoted to the consideration of "Physiological Vices and Virtues, and the Seven Phases of Marriage," treats upon the uses of the conjugal principle, which tend directly either to demolish or to upbuild man's moral and physical nature; right views of marriage and parentage; woman's rights and wrongs; laws of attraction and marriage; transient and permanent marriage; temperaments; the rights and wrongs of divorce, etc., the entire work acting powerfully in the direction of mankind's regeneration and happiness........................................1.50

Vol. V. THE THINKER. The most comprehensive volume of the series. Part First is a description of the Truthful Thinker, and an analysis of the nature and powers of mind. Part Second—the Pantheon of Progress, comprising psychometrical delineations of Egyptian, Chaldean, Persian, Greek, Pagan, Jew, Christian, Roman and Protestant characters, most prominent and useful in history, with the central ideas taught by each, illustrating the philosophy of universal progress. Part Third—the Origin of Life and the Law of Immortality. No book extant contains any such argument
as that running through the chapters on "Immortality," or any such metaphysics as distinguish the "Pantheon of Progress." .......................................................... $1.50

Magic Staff. An Autobiography of Andrew Jackson Davis.—
A well-authenticated history of the domestic, social, physical and literary career of the author, with his remarkable experiences as a Clairvoyant and Seer. A book of great interest to old and young, containing one of the most singular and touching child-histories ever recorded. It is unlike any of the author's other works, and peculiarly adapted to interest, and at the same time instruct, those unacquainted with his peculiar philosophy. In this volume (including the autobiographical parts of "Arabula," and "Memoranda," which enter largely into the author's personal experiences) the public will find a final answer to all slanders and misrepresentations. Thousands of copies of the "Magic Staff" have been sold in the United States, and the demand, instead of being supplied, is increasing. This work is very attractive to children and young minds, and three or four copies should be in the library of every "Children's Progressive Lyceum." . . . 1.75

A Stellar Key to the Summer-Land.—Illustrated with Diagrams and Engravings of Celestial Scenery. The teachings of this grand book are entirely original, and direct the mind and thoughts into channels hitherto wholly unexplored. Designed to furnish scientific and philosophical evidences of the existence of an inhabitable sphere or zone among the suns and planets of space; adapted to all who seek a solid, rational, philosophical foundation on which to rest their hopes of a substantial existence after death. The descriptions of physical scenery and the constitution of the Summer-Land, its location, and domestic life in the spheres, are new and wonderfully interesting. Revised edition, uniform with the companion volume "Death and the After Life," cloth binding. . . . 75

Paper covers ................................................................. 50

Arabula; or, The Divine Guest.—Preeminently a religious and spiritual volume. "I am Arabula; I am the light of the world; he that followeth me shall have light and life; he that loveth me, keepeth my commandments." To some extent a continuation of the author's autobiography, but chiefly a record of deeply interesting religious experiences, involving alternations of faith and skepticism, lights and shades,
heaven and hades, joys and sorrows, considered as to their causes. Also containing a new collection of Living Gospels from Ancient and Modern Saints. $1.50

Approaching Crisis; or, Truth vs. Theology.—This is a close and searching criticism of Dr. Bushnell's Sermons on the Bible, Nature, Religion, Skepticism, and the Supernatural. The errors and absurd teachings of Orthodox clergymen are overthrown by arguments that are pronounced perfectly unanswerable. It is affirmed by many of the most careful readers of Mr. Davis's works, that the best explanation of the "Origin of Evil" is to be found in the Review. New edition from new stereotype plates. 1.00

Answers to Ever-Recurring Questions from the People.—(A Sequel to "Penetralia.") This popular volume is alive, all through, with new ideas and inspirations. These answers comprise a wide range of subjects, embracing points of peculiar interest and the highest value, connected with the Spiritual Philosophy and Practical Reform. All persons capable of putting a question should read this book, as it will largely serve to awaken inquiry and develop thought on the part of the general reader. 1.50

Children's Progressive Lyceum.—A Manual, with Directions for the Organization and Management of Sunday-Schools, adapted to the Bodies and Minds of the Young, and containing Rules, Methods, Exercises, Marches, Lessons, Questions and Answers, Invocations, Silver-Chain Recitations, Hymns and Songs. Lyceum organizers will find it most economical to purchase the Manual in large quantities. Every Lyceum should be well supplied with these little books, so that all, both visitors and members, can unite in singing the songs of the Spirit, and all join as one family in the beautiful Silver-Chain Recitations. The abridged edition is no longer in print, experience having proved the far greater value to Lyceums of the original complete Manual. To the end that Children's Progressive Lyceums may multiply all over the land, we offer the latest editions at the following reduced prices: Seventh unabridged edition, single copy. 60

Twelve copies. 6.50
Fifty copies. 22.00
One hundred copies. 40.00
Death and the After-Life.—Thousands upon thousands of this wonderful little volume have been sold and read. The "Stellar Key" is the philosophical introduction to the revelations contained in this book. We believe Mr. Davis regards this work as Part II. of the "Stellar Key." But most persons read the second part first; then, if any doubts remain in the intellect, the "Key" (Part I.) is the most satisfactory book to read and study. The fact that we are so often compelled to get out new editions of "Death and the After-Life," proves that the thinking public outside, as well as Spiritualists, are deeply impressed with its teachings. Some idea of this little volume may be gained from the following table of contents: 1—Death and the After-Life; 2—Scenes in the Summer-Land; 3—Society in the Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land; 5—Winter-Land and Summer-Land; 6—Language and Life in Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual Workers; 8—Ultimates in the Summer-Land; 9—Voice from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition contains more than double the amount of matter in former editions, and is enriched by a beautiful frontispiece, illustrating the "formation of the Spiritual Body." Paper covers...............................................$50
In cloth binding....................................................................... 75

History and Philosophy of Evil.—With Suggestions for More Ennobling Institutions, and Philosophical Systems of Education. The whole question of Evil—individual, social, national and general—is fully analyzed and answered. This volume has been recently re-stereotyped, new matter introduced, and is now uniform with the Harmonia. Paper covers................................................. 50
Cloth firmly bound............................................................ 75

Harbinger of Health.—Containing Medical Prescriptions for the Human Body and Mind. It is a plain, simple guide to health, with no quackery, no humbug, no universal panacea. It imparts knowledge whereby any individual may be greatly assisted in resisting and overcoming the assaults of disease, and enjoying uninterrupted good health. More than three hundred prescriptions, for the cure of over one hundred forms of disease, are given. As a book of family reference, it is adapted to universal use. The first volume of the "Harmonia," "The Physician," this work, "The Harbin-
ger of Health," and the author's last work, entitled "Mental Disorders, or Diseases of the Brain and Nerves"—these three books alone would make a reliable medical library for a family, or for a student of Philosophy and the Science of Life and Health. Eighteenth edition.............................................$1.50

**Harmonial Man; or, Thoughts for the Age.**—Designed to enlarge man's views concerning the political and ecclesiastical condition of America, and to point out the paths of reform. Also considers scientific themes which concern man's social and personal happiness, comprising the meteoric laws, and the philosophy of controlling rain. Revised and re-stereotyped, so that this popular work is uniform with the other volumes.

Paper............................................................................................ 50
Cloth............................................................................................ 75

**Events in the Life of a Seer.**—Being Memoranda of Authentic Facts in Magnetism, Clairvoyance, and Spiritualism. In this sequel to the "Magic Staff" will be found a remarkable chain of visions, impressions, and discoveries in Human Magnetism, Clairvoyance, and Spiritual Intercourse; also, Quotations from the outrageous misrepresentations published against the author by persons calling themselves "Christians." With an Appendix, containing Zschokke's Great Story, "Hortensia," vividly portraying the difference between the Ordinary State and that of Clairvoyance. Readers will find a great variety of those fresh and fleeting "impressions" of the inspired seer, carefully set down by his own hand for a period of over twenty-two years, that will let them further than ever into his own nature and the mysterious realms which his vision is permitted to penetrate and search.......................1.50

**Philosophy of Special Providences.**—The author's "vision" of the harmonious works of the Creator is fully given in this bright little book. He illustrates by a series of clairvoyant visions, and lastly by an "Argument," the whole chain of special providences which mankind attribute to the direct acts of the Deity. Thousands of copies of this delightful and convincing work have been sold, and the demand is on the increase.

Cloth............................................................................................ 50
Paper............................................................................................ 30

**Free Thoughts Concerning Religion.**—Containing the most radical thoughts, critical and explanatory, concerning popular
religious ideas, their origin, imperfections, and the changes that must come. This sterling work has just been re-stereotyped and enlarged by the addition of many most telling facts and arguments against the absurdities of the popular church doctrines. We have published and sold several editions of this admired work. Neatly bound in cloth. $75
Paper covers. ................................................................. 50

Penetraria, Containing Harmonial Answers.—New and superior edition from entirely new plates, printed and published in style of the Harmonia. This work, which at the time was styled by the author "the wisest book" from his pen, has been long prominently before the American public. While the topics are mainly theological and spiritual, many questions of practical interest and value are answered, thus rendering the volume an acquisition to the student and philosopher, as well as the theologian. Some of the chapters are overflowing with rare and glorious revelations of the realities of the world beyond the grave..................1.75

Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse.—Here are the contents:
The Guardianship of Spirits; the Discernment of Spirits; the Stratford Mysteries; the Doctrine of Evil Spirits; the Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning Sympathetic Spirits; the Formation of Circles; the Resurrection of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; the True Religion. This work has been translated into the French and German, and is deservedly very popular. It contains an account of the very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases in all parts of the country. This volume is the first from the author directly on the subject of "Spiritualism," and its positions and principles and good counsels have stood the test of twenty years of the most varied and searching experiences by thousands of mediums and investigators. It is now offered in a new and beautiful form, with only a slight advance upon the price of the old editions. (N. B.—This work was for years published in octavo and pamphlet form; but since revision and enlargement, cloth binding is the only style that would be appropriate. In cloth.............................1.25

The Inner Life; or, Spirit Mysteries Explained.—This is a Sequel to "Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse," recently revised and enlarged. It presents a compend of the Harmonial Phi-
A. J. DAVIS & CO.'S CATALOGUE.

The Temple: On Diseases of the Brain and Nerves.—Developing the Origin and Philosophy of Mania, Insanity and Crime; with full Directions and Prescriptions for their Treatment and Cure. This large, handsome volume treats the question of Insanity and Crime from a Spiritual and Psychological standpoint. Herein we find a comprehensive and thorough exposition of the various diseases of the brain and nerves, in which he develops the origin and philosophy of mania, insanity and crime, and presents the reader with full directions for their treatment and cure. No subject on the roll of modern treatment appeals with more vivid force to the general attention, as there certainly is none from which the public might expect more satisfactory treatment from a clairvoyant like Mr. Davis. A "Glossary," giving the definition and pronunciation of difficult words, is printed at the end of the volume. The book contains 460 pages, is beautifully printed and bound, uniform with the "Harmonia," "Har­binger of Health," etc., with an Original Frontispiece illustrative of "Mother Nature Casting (D)evils Out of her Children." Cloth .................................................................$1.50

Paper (Frontispiece omitted) ................................................1.00

The Fountain: With Jets of New Meanings.—Illustrated with 142 Engravings. Beautiful paper, fine press-work, superior binding. The contents of two chapters (viz. : XIII. and XIV.) in this original book brought down upon Mr. Davis the alarming charge of "Recantation." But while the criticisms on the errors and extremes of many in the ranks of Spiritualism are conceded to be just and timely, the charge that the author had "gone back" on the spiritual facts and principles is seen to be without foundation. In fact, this attractive

Philosophy of "Spiritualism," with illustrative facts of spiritual intercourse, both ancient and modern, and a thorough and original treatise upon the laws and conditions of mediumship. It comprises a Survey of Human Needs; Definition of Philosophy and Spiritualism; the Spiritual Congress; Visions at High Rock Cottage; the Delegations and Exordia; Table of Explanation; Classification of Media; Classification of Causes; Revelations from Pandemonium; Assertion vs. Fact; Voice to the Insane; Benefits of Experience; Phenomena of the Spiritual Spheres. Printed and published in first-rate style, with illustrations and diagrams. Cloth binding. . . . . $1.50
A. J. DAVIS & CO.'S CATALOGUE.

little volume is teeming with thoughts for men and pictures for children. The young, as well as the old, can read it, and study its lessons and illustrations with ever-increasing pleasure and profit. It covers a wide range of topics, including much needed lessons upon the Mission and Treatment of Dumb Animals; the Essential Conditions of Human Progress; of Advancing Civilization; the Claims and Rights of Labor, of Women, of Indians, of Children, and of the Unfortunate and Vicious. Cloth binding, in good style. ..................... $1.00

Tale of a Physician; or, The Seeds and Fruits of Crime. A True Story of the Life and Trials of Madam Sophia Aragoni.—(In three Parts—complete in one volume.) Part I.—Planting the Seeds of Crime; Part II.—Trees of Crime in Full Bloom; Part III.—Reaping the Fruits of Crime. A wonderfully interesting book. Society is unveiled. Individual miseries, and the great crimes caused by circumstances, are brought to light. Mr. Davis has, after twenty years, fulfilled his promise. (See his sketch of a night visit to a Cave on Long Island, detailed in “The Inner Life.”) In this volume the reader is introduced to distinguished men and noted women in New Orleans, Cuba, Paris, and New York. The startling trials and tragical events of their lives are truthfully recorded. This book is as attractive as the most thrilling romance, and yet it explains the producing causes of theft, murder, suicide, foeticide, infanticide, and the other nameless evils which afflict society and alarm all the friends of humanity. Cloth.................................................................1.00

Paper edition ............................................................... 75

The Sacred Gospels of Arabula.—This book is a compilation from the devout utterances and moral precepts of the world’s writers, arranged in the form of chapters and verses in the manner of King James’s translation of the Bible. In the introduction the author says: “As the sunlight of high heaven pours itself through the forests and flowers of nature, so burns the flames and sacred fire of truth through the affections and faculties of every earnest, grateful mind, irrespective alike of centuries, countries, titles, or circumstances.” Therefore, “Saints of the past and present, whom the churches reject as sinners and refuse to canonize, are herein summoned to present new gospels in the interest of human progress.” Consequently you will find in this choice selection, “The
Gospel according to the Zend-Avesta; " "The Gospel according to St. Confucius;" "Proverbs of Syrus, the Syrian," and others among the ancients; and among moderns, "The Gospel according to St. John [G. Whittier];" "The Gospel according to St. Ralph [Waldo Emerson];" "The Gospel according to St. Elisa [W. Farnham];" "The Gospel according to St. Lotta [B. Wilbour];" "The Gospel according to St. Octavius [B. Frothingham];" "The Gospel according to St. Aseph [B. Child];" "The Gospel according to St. Mary [F. Davis]," and others. Whoever reads these glowing pages will find the soul uplifted, and refreshed by the "beauty of holiness." And the reader cannot but feel that the Divine is a sacred and living presence in the hearts that wait and listen, no less now than when the prophet heard "the still small voice," and the son of Mary gave in rapt discourse "The Sermon on the Mount." The book is issued in fine style, and the symbol of a scroll on the cover, containing the inscription in handsome type, and gracefully poised in space by a delicate hand, is suggestive of golden benefactions from the higher life. Price, cloth, 60 cents; in full gilt, $1.

Complete Works of A. J. Davis, all neatly and firmly bound in cloth, and in uniform style, comprising twenty-six volumes, $36.

Sent C. O. D. to any part of the world, by either mail or express, as the purchaser may desire.

To our Correspondents.—In making remittances to us for books, &c., please procure a draft on New York, or, which is quite as well, obtain a Post-Office Money Order; but when neither of these can be procured, then enclose your money in your letter and have it Registered. This plan will protect your money from all risks and losses by mail. All Postmasters are obliged, for a fee of fifteen cents, to register a letter when requested to do so.
CELEBRATED WORKS ON SPIRITUALISM,
BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

**Year-Book of Spiritualism.**—A Record of its Facts, Science and Philosophy. Containing Essays by the leading Spiritualistic writers of Europe and America; Statements relating to the Progress of Spiritualism in the Various Countries of the Old World; Notices of its Current Literature; Lists of its State Organizations, Lyceums, Local Societies, Media, Lecturers, Periodicals, Books, Correspondence, and Suggestions relating to the Future of Spiritualism. Edited by Hudson Tuttle and J. M. Peebles. Cloth..........................$1.25
Paper.................................................................1.00

**Davenport Brothers, their Biography and Adventures in Europe and America.** Illustrated with numerous engravings, representing various phases of spiritual phenomena. These well-authenticated and startling facts, concisely narrated, are valuable for reference and interesting as any novel. Cloth..............................................................1.50

**Familiar Spirits.**—By Albert Bingham. An inquiry into their real character, and showing the essential similiarity of ancient and modern manifestations. Pamphlet cover....................25

**Future Life: As Described and Portrayed by Spirits.**—Through Mrs. Elizabeth Sweet. With an introduction by Judge Edmonds. Scenes and events in spirit-life are here narrated in a very pleasant manner, and the reader will be both instructed and harmonized by the perusal of this volume. Cloth..............................................................1.50

**Is it the Despair of Science ? or, Science Applied to Spiritualism, not in the Manner of Dr. Hammond.**—An ingenious and candid Essay. By W. D. Gunning. Suggesting the possibility of solving the mysteries of spiritual manifestations, by tracing the analogies offered by the subtler forces of Nature. Pamphlet cover..........................15
Ministry of Angels.—A Letter to the Edwards Congregational Church, Boston. By A. E. Newton. This able letter, so bold and free, yet so calm, rational and fraternal, has never been excelled in adaptation to win the attention, command the respect and enlighten the minds of church members concerning the real nature and tendencies of Spiritualism. Pamphlet cover.............................................. $0.25

What is Spiritualism?—An Address delivered by Thomas Gales Forster, in Music Hall, Boston, Mass., Sunday afternoon, Oct. 27th, 1867. This address is terse and to the point. Societies should circulate this pamphlet in their respective localities with a lavish hand, and so promote the cause of Spiritualism. Paper cover ...................................................... 25

Life-Line of the Lone One.—New edition. Those who sympathize with the many great purposes will read this autobiography of Warren Chase, who, struggling against the adverse circumstances of a "dishonorable birth, and the lowest condition of poverty and New England slavery," conquered ignorance, obscurity, poverty and organic inharmony, and rose to the position of legislator, public lecturer, spiritual teacher and trenchant writer. Cloth binding...... 1.00

American Crisis; or, The Trial and Triumph of Democracy.—The pen of a statesman wrote this timely pamphlet. "We will defend the government that secures to all its children land, labor and education." Paper......................... 25

Joan D'Arc. A Biography.—Translated from the French by Sarah M. Grimké. With Portrait. A charming volume, narrating the wonderful career of the inspired Maid of Orleans, whose memory, for years assailed by detraction, now grows brighter as time develops her character and her virtues........................................................................ 1.00

Miracles, Past and Present.—By William Mountford. This remarkable work is a highly important contribution to the discussion of questions which the development of Spiritualism has rendered deeply interesting to all thoughtful minds. The author is well known as an acute and vigorous thinker, and a writer of unquestioned ability. Matter and Spirit; the Outburst of Spiritualism; Thoughts on Spiritualism; A Miracle Defined; Miracles as Signs; Miracles and the Crea-
tive Spirit; Miracles and Human Nature; Miracles and Pneumatology; the Spirit and the Old Testament; the Old Testament and the New; the Spirit; Jesus and the Spirit; Jesus and the Resurrection; the Church and the Spirit. Large, fine volume, bound in cloth.......................... $2.00

Night Side of Nature; or, Ghosts and Ghost Seers.—By Catharine Crowe. This book treats of allegorical dreams, pre-sentiments, trances, apparitions, troubled spirits, haunted houses, etc. It embraces a vast collection of marvellous stories of supernatural occurrences out of the ordinary course of events. It is not a catchpenny affair, but is an intelligent inquiry into the asserted facts respecting ghosts and apparitions, and a psychological discussion upon the reasonableness of a belief in their existence. New edition, substantially bound in cloth................................. 1.25

Looking Beyond.—By J. O. Barrett. Life, Soul, Spirit, Celestial Body. A most beautiful book, written in the author's usual finished style, aflash with spiritual illuminations and affections. It contains the testimony of the departed respecting what they see and hear of the "better land;" the philosophy of life, the moral ratio of worlds, the brighter views of the transition called death, the true uses of funerals on a more attractive scale, and visions of the "Beyond." It is a casket of sweet immortelles, and a Bethlehem star in every bereft home. In cloth.................................................. 75


An Hour with the Angels; or, a Dream of the Spirit-Life.—By A. Brigham. This charming brochure, as its title indicates, narrates a vision of scenes in the spirit-land, witnessed by the author in a dream. "Four thousand years of angel ministries, of visions and dreams, and the occasional appearance of the spirits of departed men, as recorded in the Bible, ought to be sufficient to establish the principle that spirit communion is possible." Printed on fine tinted paper.

Cloth................................................................. 50

Paper................................................................. 25
THIRD EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

"DEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE."

BY ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS.

With an illustration representing the formation of the spiritual body.

The following synopsis of contents will convince the reader that this little book is at once original, spiritual, entertaining, and instructive.

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS:

LECTURE 1.—"Death and the After-Life."—In this lecture the author shows that the Bible's a reliable history of spiritual manifestations; Paul's doctrine of the "spiritual body" is confirmed; vivid description of death-scene, illustrated by the frontispiece; deaths by accident described; the effects of a cannon-ball on the spirit-body; how this life is continued in the character of the individual after death.

LECT. 2.—"Scenes in the Summer-Land."—Author's account of his method in the use of clairvoyance; he shows the difference between the constitution of this world and that of the Summer-Land; the laws of growth after death; difference between "spirit-world" and the grand zone in space; descriptions of islands, rivers, valleys, and populations in the higher sphere.

LECT. 3.—"Society in the Summer-Land."—The Christians are called upon to be consistent; Bible believers cannot reject modern manifestations from the other life; the argument plainly set forth; about language in the "many mansions" of the heavenly home; author's vision of Children's Progressive Lyceums in the better world; wonderful accounts of different tribes and nations and religions among the spirits.

LECT. 4.—"Social Centres in the Summer Land."—An argument with Mr. Nicodemus and his like; how a social centre becomes magnetic; what death does, and what it does not for the individual; strainings and settings and regenerations necessary and certain in the other world; no man can serve two masters; spirit, not the body, should govern every person.

LECT. 5.—"Winter-Land and Summer-Land."—The crude earth and the great world beyond contrasted; the immensity of the Summer-Land among the suns and stars of space; celestial rivers, as seen by the clairvoyant's eyes; letter from a little girl to her mate in heaven; vision of the most ancient Egyptians now living in the higher world; an explanation of the Pentecost mentioned in the New Testament.

LECT. 6.—"Language in the Summer-Land."—The laws of oral language; why mediums speak with new tongues; the roots of this life reappearing in the next world; flight of heavy bodies through the atmosphere; the strength of mental habits not much weakened by death: "the language of the heart" in the Summer-Land; communications from Henry Clay, Dr. Emerson, J. Fenimore Cooper, Margaret Fuller, and remarkable instances of special providences, closing with a prophecy by the Hon. J. W. Edmonds, foreshadowing the great rebellion.

LECT. 7.—"Material Work for Spiritual Workers."—The glorious opportunities for work in this life; the great works already accomplished; the laws of labor, and the motives which ought to control men; how Mother Nature works for her children; the true law by which you can secure your own personal development; how IDEAS move the world and cause all true progressions.

LECT. 8.—"Ultimates in the Summer-Land."—The author's philosophy of the origin of things; a plain lesson about primates and proximates; concerning the cooperative benefits of Science and Art; something new about the white and black races; what Nature proposes to do with the different tribes and races of men; an original view of the future population of the earth.

LECT. 9.—"A Voice from James Victor Wilson."—The chief attraction of this interview with a resident of another world consists in the wonderful disclosures of a system of hospital treatment to which persons afflicted with a "Toleka" are subjected; there is deep pathos and true wisdom in every line of the impartation, and no person can fail to realize the very naturalness of the world which exists for all, just beyond the valley of the shadow of death.

This little volume is printed on fine white paper, bound elegantly in cloth, for only 75 cts. a copy, postage 12 cts. Liberal discount when a large number of copies are ordered.